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LinkedIn is sending some people twenty dollar beer vouchers

SOME LUCKY LINKEDIN USERS ARE  reportedly getting a massive $20 cheque from the company because of a
class action suit over how pushy the firm is, and how keen it is the link people together.

LinkedIn is a kind of social network, but one for people that do business, talk about business, and like to be seen to
be well connected in business. It has plenty of users, and is plenty popular. Microsoft paid as lot of money for the
firm, it may be sad to see some of it going the wrong way.

Online reports that we have asked the firm to confirm say that $20 cheques are going out to those users who took
part in the class action suit over this cloying over attention. Mashable reports that the case comes down to annoying
emails, although we suspect that the legal representatives used a bit more sophisticated language.

The problem is that while LinkedIn users agree to mail their inbox contacts about them also joining the club, they
don't agree to repeatedly asking the same question. That is what LinkedIn was doing though through the Add
Connections program, and people did not like it.

A class action suit was put together, and there is a whole site that looks to clean up the mess that Add Connections
created. That page says that LinkedIn will pay $13m to members, dishing that money out on a pro-rata basis.

"The Net Settlement Fund will be distributed to Authorized Claimants on a pro rata basis, which means the payment
amount depends on the number of Authorized Claimants. If the number of Authorized Claimants results in a
payment amount of less than $10, LinkedIn will add an additional amount of up to $750,000 to the $13 million fund,"
it says.
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"If a Settlement Class Member submits a timely and valid Claim Form by December 14, 2015, and the Court gives
final approval to the Settlement, the Authorized Claimant will receive his or her payment about 90 days after the
Court gives final approval of the Settlement, assuming that no one files an appeal challenging the Settlement."

We are still waiting for the firm to respond to our email request. µ
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